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Bring a Privatized Banking
Seminar to your city.
Present the powerful combination of • Demystifies Fractional Reserve Banking

Austrian Economics,
The Sound Money Solution
& The Infinite Banking Concept
to your Special Group

• Learn how you can personally secede from
our crumbling monetary regime and improve
your financial future.
• Sound economic reasoning with a sound
private strategy to direct the individual
toward the escape exit.
• Learn the warning signs of a coming crash
and the steps you need to take to avoid them.

3 Speaker / Authors from the
Austrian School of Economics

L. Carlos Lara
Robert P. Murphy, Ph.D.
Paul A. Cleveland, Ph.D.
3 Dynamic, Informative, Inspirational
and Educational Hours
Inquire directly with Carlos Lara 615-482-1793,
or Robert P. Murphy 212-748-9095,
or e-mail us at info@usatrustonline.com
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The political class can rip off the
public only through ignorance. Let’s
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Learn more in person from Lara,
Murphy, and other Austrian economists,
at these upcoming appearances.
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L. Carlos Lara
manages a consulting
firm specializing
in corporate trust
services, business
consulting and
debtor-creditor
relations. The
firm’s primary
service is working
with companies
in financial crisis.
Serving business
clients nationwide over a period of three decades,
these engagements have involved companies in
most major industries including, manufacturing,
distribution and retail. Lara incorporated his
consulting company in 1976 and is headquartered
in Nashville, Tennessee.
He married Anne H. Browning in 1970.
Together they have three children and five
grandchildren.

Dr. Robert P. “Bob”
Murphy received his
Ph.D. in economics
from New York
University. After
teaching for three
years at Hillsdale
College, Murphy
left academia to
work for Arthur
Laffer’s investment
firm. Murphy
now runs his own
consulting business
and maintains an economics blog at
ConsultingByRPM.com. He is the author
of several economics books for the layperson,
including The Politically Incorrect Guide to the Great
Depression and the New Deal (Regnery, 2009).
Murphy is Senior Economist at the Institute
for Energy Research, and a Research Fellow with
the Independent Institute. He lives in Nashville, TN.
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Dear Readers
Increasingly modern governments are returning to treating the masses of the world as though they were
property, harking back to the olden days prior to the great classical liberal revolutionary movement of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Before these centuries the history of man, except for a few exceptions,
was an account of despotism where the ruling class forced the population to live at bare sustenance levels,
empty of hope and assurance.
The similarities to those hopeless times are uncanny and grow more apparent with each passing day. In
the United States alone, a country that was once known as the great land of the free, half its population
is now dependent on some form of government support. Welfarism is rampant. As inflation continues to
ravish the country money problems have exacerbated, particularly for the middle class, forcing more and
more of them to turn to the government as their ultimate caregiver.
All the while, the select few that control big banking, big military complexes, and big medicine combine
their power with that of governments to extract the wealth from nations with impunity. They stealthily drive
the populace like innocent sheep into subservience while the government assumes the primary responsibility
of looking after their well-being. Why should anyone work or worry? Soon the people voluntarily forsake
their responsibility to take care of themselves, they abandon their sound thinking, their will to thrive as
independent individuals leaves them, and their very souls become lost.
“In the land of the lotus eaters there is no action.” — Mises
In Greek mythology, the lotus-eaters were a race of people living in a country where the primary food
was the abundant lotus plant, a narcotic flower that caused the people to sleep in peaceful apathy. In the
same manner, government provides the people a drug-like false notion that there are surpluses of goods and
services that will never end—a horn of plenty. However, economic science teaches just the opposite. There
is no such thing!
Before any further moral and ethical deterioration occurs we must take it upon ourselves to warn
the people of our nation that eventually this fountain of abundance will be drained away. Through sound
education as provided by the Austrian School of Economics, individuals can be made to see the truth. This
education must be made available to everyone. If we do nothing else, this one thing we should commit
ourselves to do by building the ten percent.
Yours truly,
Carlos and Bob

“It is the masses that determine the course of
history, but its initial movement must start with the individual.”
— How Privatized Banking Really Works

Lara-Murphy Report
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Pulse on the Market
Recent developments that may be of interest to readers of the Lara-Murphy Report…
S a c r ebl e u !

Gerard Depardieu Seeks Economic Liberty
in Russia

The celebrity tabloids had some fun this month as the French actor denounced
France’s proposed 75 percent surtax on millionaires and received citizenship
(and personal welcome) from Vladimir Putin. Russia is certainly no free-market
paradise, but it has a flat 13 percent income tax. As the traditionally “Western”
countries continue on their march to socialism, while formerly outright communist
regions move in the other direction, it’s not clear where the future of freedom lies.
In the meantime, we will keep appealing to Americans to maintain the spirit of
liberty here in the United States, where it has the strongest heritage. Let us not
forget that the Beatles—creators of “Taxman”—originally left the UK because of
its onerous taxation.
Germ ans: Got Gold?

German Central Bank Calls Back Its Foreign Gold

Gold bugs the world over took note when the German central bank officially
recalled $36 billion worth of its gold held by the New York Fed and the French.
The move would eliminate the amount of German bullion held in France, and
would sharply reduce the amount held in the United States. The transfer is not
expected to be completed until 2020, and of course everyone involved tries to
pooh-pooh the idea that the Germans doubt the integrity of their central banker
friends. (If you can’t trust Federal Reserve officials, who can you trust?) This is yet
another objective signal that the Austrians have been on to something with their
warnings all these years. Remember that it was the French repatriation of their
gold holdings that ultimately forced Richard Nixon’s hand, when he formally
ended Bretton Woods in 1971—ushering in a decade of stagflation.
D’oh!

Simpsons Makes Reference to Austrians vs.
Keynesians

In a recent episode of the Simpsons, the evil Mr. Burns “releases the hounds” on
a group of economists. He notes to his obsequious sidekick Smithers that the
Austrian economist tries to hide under rocks, while the Keynesian climbs a tree.
We suspect it’s foolish to overanalyze the joke, but in any event, it’s yet another
sign that the Austrians are making headway in the popular culture. When Conan
O’Brien starts making fun of Hayek, we will have built the 10 percent.
Pulse on the Market
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Pulse on the Market
Recent developments that may be of interest to readers of the Lara-Murphy Report…

Ta l k A b o u t a L e t h a l W e a p o n

Danny Glover Campaigns for Krugman as Treasury
Secretary
If Gerard Depardieu responds rationally to incentives, we cannot say the
same for an American-born actor. Although the campaign died down
when Krugman publicly expressed no interest, Glover had sent an email
through MoveOn.org saying, “We want President Obama to nominate
Nobel Prize-winning economist Paul Krugman, who opposes austerity and
wants the government to focus on creating jobs.” By “austerity,” Glover was
talking about the concern to balance the budget expressed by many fiscal
hawks. In other words, Glover thinks that the way to help the unemployed
is to continue with trillion-dollar-plus deficits, even though these have
never fixed an unemployment problem. Despite the confident assertions
from people like Paul Krugman, both the theoretical and empirical case for
“fiscal stimulus” is quite dubious. As Austrians know, the last thing in the
world we need—when the economy is already on the ropes—is to give the
federal government control over more resources.
Krugman Loses Street Cred

Jon Stewart Destroys Paul Krugman
We don’t mean to revel too much in our schadenfreude, but since we’re
talking about comedy and economics… Be sure to check out Daily Show
host Jon Stewart’s hilarious routine when he responds to Paul Krugman’s
criticism. (You should be able to quickly find the video by searching google
for “stewart vs krugman”.) What happened is that originally, Stewart
had a funny bit about the absurd trillion-dollar platinum coin scheme.
Krugman—who had given qualified support for the proposal—complained
publicly that Jon Stewart had been “lazy” by not doing enough research
before attacking the idea. Stewart then fired back at Krugman, absolutely
eviscerating him in his classic self-deprecating style. The funny thing is,
both men were right: Krugman was correct to point out that the trilliondollar platinum coin is just as sensible as what the Fed has been doing since
2008, and Jon Stewart was right that this proposal was absolutely hilarious.

Pulse on the Market
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Phony
Fiscal Cliff
The

By: Robert P. Murphy, PhD

The Phony Fiscal Cliff
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The press and the politicians treated the
American public to an entertaining drama at
the end of 2012, sparing everyone from plunging over the “fiscal cliff ” with a last-minute
budget deal that President Obama signed (from
Honolulu) on January 2 of the New Year. The
next debate, over the debt ceiling, was then
postponed for a few months, as the alleged budget-conscious Republicans granted a temporary
concession to avert a government shutdown.
All of this is a giant show put on for public
consumption, so that Republicans can pose as
heroic deficit slashers while Democrats swoop in
and rescue social programs on the cutting block.
This is all complete nonsense. The so-called “fiscal cliff ” was phony for two reasons: First, it was

The Origins of the “Fiscal
Cliff”
Think back to the last major debate over the
debt ceiling, in the summer of 2011. Remember the context: After two years of Obama and
his solid Democratic majorities, the American
public turned to fiscal conservatism and elected
a batch of new “Tea Party” Republicans in the
November 2010 midterm elections.

All of this is a giant show
put on for public consumption,
so that Republicans can pose as
heroic deficit slashers
while Democrats swoop in and
rescue social programs on the
cutting block.

a self-imposed, toothless penalty from the getgo, which allowed Republicans (back in 2011)
to pose as fiscal hawks when they were nothing
of the kind. Second, the “fiscal cliff ” involved
the barest pittance of spending cuts coupled
with massive tax hikes. It would have been painful, but for the taxpayers—not the government.
By walking through the history and specifics
of this particular episode, I hope to equip readers with the ability to see through this familiar
song-and-dance the next time the politicians
and media perform it.

The Phony Fiscal Cliff

The reversal here was incredible. In the historic 2010 elections, the Republicans won back the
House by gaining 63 seats—the largest change
since 1948. In the Senate, the Republicans
picked up six seats (the biggest since 1994), increasing their minority standing from 41 to 47
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seats. At the state level, the Republicans gained
680 legislative seats, which beat the previous record of 628 set in 1974 when the Democrats
rode to power following the Watergate scandal.
Fueled by this popular angst against “Big Government” Obama, the House Republicans—led
by John Boehner, who became the new Speaker
of the House after Nancy Pelosi’s Democrats
lost control—dug their heels in for the periodic
(and usually uneventful) increase in the debt
ceiling that loomed in the summer of 2011. Appealing to the Tea Party, the House Republicans gave all kinds of charming speeches talking
about their commitment to fiscal discipline.
Thus the pickle: In reality, both parties of government are big spenders; look at how much federal spending went up under George W. Bush,
even when Republicans controlled both houses
of Congress. So how could Boehner’s Republicans pretend to be fiscal conservatives, at the
same time they signed off on the debt surge of
the Obama Administration? Remember: In order to achieve a balanced budget, all the Republicans had to do was not agree to raise the federal debt limit. In this case, Treasury Secretary
Geithner would have been legally forbidden
from issuing any more Treasury debt, forcing
the federal government to live within its means.

In reality, both parties
of government are big spenders;
look at how much federal spending
went up under George W. Bush,
even when Republicans controlled
both houses of Congress.

The Phony Fiscal Cliff

The Budget Control Act
of 2011 and the “Super
Committee”
The Budget Control Act of 2011, passed on
August 2, was the allegedly serious budget measure that the Republicans exacted, in exchange
for going along with increasing the debt ceiling.
It established a bipartisan “Super Committee”
on deficit reduction, which would study the issue and then offer a list of suggestions to trim
$1.5 trillion in federal spending (over ten years),
and with no net tax hikes relative to the legislative baseline (which included the phase-out of
the so-called “Bush tax cuts”). The Committee
had to deliver its recommendations by November 23, 2011.
In theory, the Budget Control Act of 2011
took political realities into account. The recommendations of the Super Committee couldn’t be
altered by amendment or stopped by filibuster;
both houses had to vote on the Super Committee’s final recommendation in up-or-down votes
by December 23, 2011. The claim here was that
individual politicians would be able to tell their
constituents that they supported the fiscal salva-
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tion of the package, despite raising taxes (relative
to the status quo) and cutting popular spending
programs, because it would deliberately come as
an all-or-nothing deal from a third party.
Now for the real kicker, that supposedly gave
teeth to the August 2011 deal: If for some reason Congress failed to achieve at least $1.2 trillion in spending cuts (relative to the 10-year
projected baseline) by the end of 2012, then the
so-called fiscal cliff would kick in. There would
be across-the-board “sequestration” on both
mandatory and discretionary spending programs, equal to the difference between the $1.2
trillion target and the actual level of spending
reduction achieved.

The Joint Select Committee on Deficit Reduction, colloquially referred to as the Supercommittee, was a joint select committee
of the United States Congress, created by
the Budget Control Act of 2011 on August
2, 2011….The committee recommendation
was to have been subject to a simple vote by
the full legislative bodies without amendment; this extraordinary provision was
included to limit partisan gridlock. The
goal outlined in the Budget Control Act
of 2011 was to cut at least $1.5 trillion over
the coming 10 years…therefore bypassing
Congressional debate and resulting in a

The Super Committee
wasn’t so super, and didn’t give
any formal recommendation
on which the House or Senate
could vote.

What Actually Happened
So what actually happened? How did the valiant Republican plan to rein in Leviathan end
up?
First let’s talk about the so-called Super Committee. Remember, it was supposed to deliver
its bipartisan recommendations by November
23, 2011, and the politicians could only use an
up-or-down vote. This was supposed to make it
politically feasible to obtain sensible, needed reforms.
Here I will quote from the Wikipedia entry,
because it’s so funny:

The Phony Fiscal Cliff

passed bill by December 23, 2011. On November 21, the committee concluded its
work, issuing a statement that began with
the following: “After months of hard work
and intense deliberations, we have come
to the conclusion today that it will not be
possible to make any bipartisan agreement
available to the public before the committee’s deadline.” The committee was formally terminated on January 31, 2012.1
Okay, so obstacle #1 for Big Government
knocked down: The Super Committee wasn’t so
super, and didn’t give any formal recommenda-
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tion on which the House or Senate could vote.
But what about the catastrophic, across-theboard, “automatic” spending cuts? Remember,
that was the penalty if Congress somehow managed to escape the budget-slashing Super Committee.
Well, as we just saw with our own eyes, the
way Congress and the White House got around
the automatic sequestration was to…have a
simple majority vote saying they were going to
ignore it.
That’s right, the Budget Control Act of 2011
really amounted to the Republicans saying, “We
will allow Obama to borrow another $400 billion right away, but only because we have put in
place all of these plans to cut spending in the

future…unless the federal government decides
it doesn’t want to cut spending in the future, in
which case it doesn’t have to.”

The Fiscal Cliff Was a Fiscal
Molehill
But wait, it gets worse. The so-called fiscal
“cliff ” was a total misnomer. All of the huge
numbers for spending cuts were measured
against the baseline. Using the government’s
own numbers, here’s what the actual situation would have been, had the fiscal cliff gone
through without the last-minute deal passed in
late December/early January:

TABLE 1. Federal
Budget Projections
Under “Fiscal Cliff,”
According to CBO2

S. S. Huebner

The Phony Fiscal Cliff
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The table on the previous page shows spending
and revenue in billions of dollars on the top, and
in percentage of GDP on the bottom. Also keep
in mind that Fiscal Year 2013 started on October 1, 2012. Thus, the way to assess the impact
from going over the cliff, would be to compare
the 2012 and 2013 numbers.
As the table shows, the Congressional Budget
Office (CBO) says that spending under the “fiscal cliff ” scenario would have gone from $3.563
trillion to $3.554 trillion, a reduction of $9 billion, or 0.3%. Then, by 2014, total spending
would have risen to above where it was in 2012
(because 3,595 > 3,563). Yes that’s right: Even
with the supposedly draconian budget cuts that
the fiscal cliff mandated, actual federal spending
would have gone down by a measly $9 billion (a
drop of three-tenths of one percent), and then it
would have resumed its growth, forever.
On the revenue side, CBO projected that going
over the “cliff ” would raise receipts from $2.435
trillion in 2012 to $2.913 trillion in 2013, an increase of $478 billion, or 19.6%.
In the cliff scenario, the deficit in 2013 was projected to be $641 billion, down from the actual
$1.128 trillion deficit in 2012, for a drop of $487
billion. (In reality this is optimistic, because the
economy would not have grown as strongly as
the CBO assumed, in light
of the big tax hikes.)
In summary, according
to the CBO’s estimates, if
there had been no budget
deal and we had gone over
the “cliff,” the government
would indeed have sharply
reduced the budget deficit
compared to its 2012 level.

Of this $487 billion reduction in the federal budget deficit, the savings would have come through
two mechanisms:
• A cut of $9 billion in government spending
(1.8% of the deficit reduction),
• An increase of $478 billion in tax receipts
(98.2% of the deficit reduction).
In case you are wondering how my numbers can
possibly be right, given all of the hand-wringing
over the massive budgets cuts of the “sequestration” process, here’s the trick: Yes, if you break
down the numbers and look at “mandatory” versus “discretionary,” you can find some genuine
reductions in absolute spending levels, within
the discretionary category. (Of course, this was
all fiction, since the fiscal cliff never kicked in
anyway.) But even taking the fiscal cliff projections on their own terms, total federal spending
by 2014 would be higher than it was in 2012,
because the growth in federal interest payments
and entitlement programs would have offset the
cuts in “discretionary” programs.

Conclusion
The drama of the recurring debt ceiling debates and the phony “fiscal cliff ” shows just how
disconnected from reality our policymakers are.
Unfortunately, it looks like there won’t be a real
turnaround in federal
spending until external
events force the government’s hand, as we have
seen happen to certain
European countries already in this unfolding
crisis.

References

1. See http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States_Congress_Joint_Select_Committee_on_Deficit_Reduction, accessed on January 28, 2013.
2.See Table 1-1 in the August 2012 CBO budget outlook, available at: http://cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/attachments/08-22-2012Update_to_Outlook.pdf.
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Genuine Savings
Is The Foundation
A classic work reveals modern financial lessons

By L. Carlos Lara

Genuine Savings Is The Foundation
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Books, especially good books,

have been providing valuable insight to humanity ever since man could write. Reading good
books actually leads to sound thinking according to Austrian economist Henry Hazlitt, in
that our reading mostly forms our thinking. The
great thinkers of the past honed their thinking powers by reading the works of other great
thinkers and subconsciously imitating their actions. Reading is powerful. Consequently I, like
many of you, have a perpetual list of books that I
have selected as being worth my thinking time.
Of course, I know I will never be able to read
every book on my list. Still, this does not deter
me. My desire to read them all, I believe, is a
worthy goal. Every time someone I admire or
some source that I trust recommends a book, I
add it to the list and so the list never ends. That’s
actually a good thing.
I especially like to read ancient texts. History,
as a subject, has always been a favorite and in

Reading good
books actually leads
to sound thinking
according to Austrian
economist Henry
Hazlitt, in that our
reading mostly forms
our thinking.

Genuine Savings Is The Foundation

more recent years, economics books have become a passion. Recently topics on money and
banking have taken up most of my reading time.
These subjects in particular lead me to recommend this one book written in 1926 by George
Samuel Clason, entitled The Richest Man In
Babylon.
This book is a very well known classic. I am
sure you recognize it. I first heard of it more than
40 years ago, but at the risk of embarrassment, I
am confessing that I have just finished reading
it for the first time. Now, I am wondering how
many others like me have not read this brilliant
little masterpiece even though they too have
heard of it for years. I remember that I added it
to my reading list soon after I met Nelson Nash,
but I had not picked it up to read until a close
friend insisted. I was very glad that I did and I
was astonished at how short it was—a mere 70
pages. I downloaded it free (SEE PDF in the
Bibliography below) and I read it all in a couple
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The Greek historian, Herodotus,
who lived in the 5th century BC
and was the first historian known
to have collected systematic
narratives, wrote about this part
of the ancient world after having
visited Babylon during its prime.

of hours. It was then I realized everyone should
be reading this little book, especially now and
especially young people. I gave it to my youngest son right away. My only disappointment has
been in discovering how very little is known
about the author. All my research on George
Clason has revealed only a couple of short paragraphs and one small photograph of him, yet his
famous book is all over the Internet.1
I really should not be all that surprised that
Nelson has been recommending this book for
quite some time since much of the same wisdom found in Clason’s book can also be found
in his manuscript, “Becoming Your Own Banker.” As in Clason’s book, Nelson Nash demonstrates that economic principles are like the
laws of gravity—unchangeable and universal.
Also, from what I understand, Clason’s book
was printed as a pamphlet and it was given to
bankers and insurance agents to hand out to clients and potential clients. Therefore, millions of
Genuine Savings Is The Foundation

people have read it and received one of the best
guides to financial understanding that has ever
been written. Not only is it easy to understand,
but also instantly commands respect because of
the book’s setting, which is historically accurate
and archeologically correct. The Greek historian, Herodotus,2 who lived in the 5th century
BC and was the first historian known to have
collected systematic narratives, wrote about this
part of the ancient world after having visited
Babylon during its prime. Babylon, of course,
is also mentioned extensively in passages in the
Hebrew Bible.3

One of the Seven Wonders of
the Ancient World.
Next to the grandeur and beauty of ancient
Rome, no other empire conjures visions of wealth
and splendor than Babylon. Besides its treasures
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of gold and jewels, Babylon had perhaps the
most fertile soils for growing crops of any in its
vicinity. Who has not heard of the beautiful and
luscious hanging gardens of Babylon known to
all of us as one of the seven wonders of the ancient world?4 And yet strangely enough Babylon
is located in a flat arid valley besides the Euphrates River in what is known as modern day Iraq.
The rainfall there has always been insufficient
to raise any kind of crops, much less provide
for building materials for construction. It is for
this reason that Clason uses it as an example of
man’s ability to achieve great objectives, no matter what the obstacles, using whatever means are
at his disposal. Everything in Babylon as it turns
out, was man-made. The outstanding monarchs
of Babylon ruled with wisdom, enterprise and
justice allowing everyone freedom to prosper—
even slaves. In fact, most of the merchants in
the city were slaves. Many of these were in partnership with their masters and were wealthy in
their own right.
Furthermore, the civilization of Babylon is the
oldest known in history and dates back 8,000
years. The Sumerites who inhabited Babylon

Who has not heard
of the beautiful and
luscious hanging
gardens of Babylon
known to all of us
as one of the seven
wonders of the
ancient world?
Genuine Savings Is The Foundation

were obviously not mere barbarians. Written
history attests to the fact that they were the
first engineers, the first astronomers, the first
mathematicians, the first financiers and the first
people to have written language. Archeologists
have discovered entire libraries of written material buried under Babylon’s ruins. These books,
written on clay tablets5, depict a highly civilized
and industrious empire with complete records
of deeds, promissory notes, titles to property
and other record keeping methods relative to
banking. It is generally believed that the Babylonians may have been the originators of gold
as commodity money used for medium of exchange purposes.
One of the most outstanding wonders of Babylon was the immense walls surrounding the city.
Although their exact size is not known, they are
believed to have been one hundred and sixty feet
high, equivalent to a fifteen-story building and
9 to 11 miles long. Behind this giant fortress
Babylon’s wealth remained protected for centuries. Using these protective walls as an analogy,
Clason stressed the importance of insuring ones
personal wealth in much the same way.
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These books, written
on clay tablets, depict
a highly civilized and
industrious empire
with complete records
of deeds, promissory
notes, titles to property
and other record
keeping methods
relative to banking.

However, the most engaging and instructive parts of the book, where the real lessons
are taught, come from the stories told by each
of the book’s main characters. You cannot fail
to get the underlying lessons because they are
so true to life. In the end the Richest Man in
Babylon is someone you want to emulate. From
the beginning of this short book to its end, this,
without any doubt, is a great book of wisdom.
The opening sentence in the Foreword of the
book captured my attention immediately.
“Our prosperity as a nation depends upon the
personal financial prosperity of each of us as
individuals.”
This statement is so profoundly true and so
singularly relevant in our own time that I was
captivated, and I was compelled to read the entire manuscript at one sitting. You realize instantly that this is a win-win message meant
for everyone. If you truly want to know how to
Genuine Savings Is The Foundation

bring all of your ambitions and desires to fulfillment and be instantly inspired to attain those
goals, this is the book to read. In a nutshell it
tells you that if ever you are to reach your objectives, you must be successful with money and the
very first foundational principle in getting there
is to learn how to save it. How simple is that?
Well, it’s certainly incredibly simple to read it
in a book, but it’s an entirely different matter
to put it into real life action, at least in the beginning. The truth is, most people never succeed
with money because they cannot take this one
primary step. For this reason the Richest Man
in Babylon recommends that the principle of
saving money must be forced into the conscious
and subconscious mind through verbal repetition day and night until “the letters stand out
like fire across the sky!” One is to completely
immerse oneself in the thought of saving money
and then act on it.
At this point I had to pause and reconsider
what these emphatic statements actually meant
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and whether or not someone else I trusted needed to help me substantiate them. And then, I
was instantly reminded of Mises’s words in one
of his many definitions of human action. I realized they were true and believable.
Action is purposive conduct. It is not simply
behavior, but behavior begot by judgments of
value, aiming at a definite end and guided by
ideas concerning the suitability or unsuitability of definite means . . .. It is conscious behavior. It is choosing. It is volition; it is a display
of the will…. Man thinks not only for the sake
of thinking, but also in order to act.
—Mises, The Ultimate Foundation of
—Economic Science
Yes, savings is the foundation to wealth so one
must begin at once. From this point each of the

“Usurious rates of return
are deceitful sirens that
sing, but lure the unwary
upon the rocks of loss and
remorse.”

Genuine Savings Is The Foundation

steps to financial success and security could easily be deciphered from the individual stories as
they were told in this inspirational classic.
1. How much do you save? The amount to save
should be no less than ten percent of whatever
amount you make from your work. You are to
arrange all your expenditures in order to do this,
but no matter what, you are to lay aside this ten
percent portion first. As your savings grow you
are promised to receive a stimulating joy from
your efforts knowing you alone have ownership
claim to this treasure. As your income grows the
same percentage will be yours to keep.
2. Next, make your treasure work for you. You
are to invest your treasure with the greatest caution so that it won’t be lost. “Usurious rates of
return are deceitful sirens that sing, but lure the
unwary upon the rocks of loss and remorse.”
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3. Provide for your family with Insurance. The
wise man, the book councils, makes for this provision “should the Gods call thee to their realm.”
There are ways to provide for this protection in
small installments. No way to miss that this was
a reference to Life insurance.

about anybody. There is no way it would not be
appreciated by the recipient. By learning what
is taught in this short little book, you would
have at your disposal all you would ever have to
know to be successful with money and attaining
wealth. Who would not appreciate that?

4. Council with wise men. Seek the advice of
men that handle money everyday. “A small return and a safe one are far more desirable than
risk.” Better to get sound advice and use caution
in all investments than to end up with regret.

Conclusion

5. Enjoy life while you are here. The message
was to not overstrain by trying to save too much.
Never let yourself become stingy and afraid to
spend. “If one-tenth of all you earn is as much
as you can comfortably keep, be content to keep
this portion.”
6. Attract good luck by taking advantage of
opportunities. Do not procrastinate. Men of
action are eager to grasp opportunities. “Action
will lead thee forward to the successes thou dost
desire.”
7. Be a wise Lender. The good and wise banker
“wishes not the risk of the undertaking, but the
guarantee of safe payment.” Collateral to insure
your loan is important.

There is a great deal of confusion between the
concepts of savings and investments. People
don’t think about saving money the way they use
to and no one knows this better than IBC Practitioners. Yet this is one of the primary lessons
we are called on to teach. Austrian economics
stresses the importance of frugality. Savings is
what fuels investments! It’s what will get our
economy back on its feet; perhaps this is my reason for choosing to highlight The Richest Man
in Babylon in this month’s LMR. Its wisdom is
foundational to the restoration of our economy
and our individual prosperity. Every potential
client should have a copy of it. If you have not
read it, do so today. Here in these archaic Babylonian parables are found the basic principles of
finance—the one point you cannot fail to miss
is that it all starts with Savings.

On and on, this little book dispenses one wise
saying after another. I kept thinking as I read
it what a great gift this would make for just
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Free Enterprise & Sound Money

Lifts
All
Boats

Toby Baxendale is an entrepreneur
and investor who runs his own family office. From
modest origins he managed to build the largest fresh
fish supplier to the food service sector in the UK.
More information about his story and charitable
endeavors is available at www.TobyBaxendale.com.

Free Enterprise and Sound Money Lifts All Boats
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Lara-Murphy Report: Before we ask

you about your more recent projects, can you explain
your original business background for our readers?

Toby Baxendale: I was brought up with

my mother in social housing as a one-parent family,
with my sister. I had an aversion to being poor. As
a teenager, I thought I would try to find out how
rich people became rich. To cut a long story short,
I ended up in a private members nightclub on the
Kings Road in Chelsea (very posh part of London)
and it was for sale. I knew I had to buy it. With no
money I needed investors. I persuaded two people
to invest and got my first free shares and a good
income. I was off and away. This business paid my
way through university. I then became worried about
the economic bust (this was 1991) and thought that

“I was brought up

with my mother in
social housing as a
one-parent family, with
my sister. I had an
aversion to being poor.
As a teenager, I thought
I would try to find
out how rich people
became rich.”
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this type of high-end discretionary expenditure,
even with the rich, was doomed. A cheap restaurant
in the same area appealed to me and I with two
others bought that. This was moving from the frying
pan to the fire. Anyway, during the inevitably quick
learning process, I started buying meat, fish and veg
from the London wholesale markets, post finishing
the restaurant work and before starting my studies.
I was saving £1k per week, so this sparked the idea
to knock on the doors of others and buy for them.
I then built from nothing, the largest fresh fish
wholesaler in the UK supplying 7,000 places until I
sold it at the end of 2010.
Now I invest the proceeds of the sale of this
business and my savings in liquid funds where the
management are very much aware of the Austrian
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tradition and have a private “pot” set aside to invest
in other entrepreneurial projects of mine or that
of other entrepreneurs I choose to back. The web
page TobyBaxendale.com shows some of the private
investments and creations I have done / participated
in, during the first 18 months or so “off work.”

LMR: At what point did you become interested in
Austrian Economics?

TB: I summarized this story in my forward to the

Collected Economic Works of F.A. Hayek, published
by the Mises Institute and sponsored by myself,
which I reproduce below:
“An old Polish soldier who had settled in London
after World War II exposed me to the teachings of
Hayek when I was sixteen years old. He had fought
the Nazi machine as a member of the Royal Air Force.
An equally nasty totalitarian force subsequently
occupied his country: the Stalinist Communists.

After the war, he settled in my neighborhood, and
I got talking to him. He was adamant that I read
Hayek as Hayek could show me all that was wrong
with totalitarianism. The book offered was The Road
to Serfdom. I did. I dedicate this reproduction to
all those people who have suffered untold hardship
under various totalitarian regimes.
Setting my sights on the London School of
Economics, where Hayek had taught for twentyplus years in the 1930s through the 1950s, as a place
to study, to my great pleasure, we could study, as part
of our political theory course, The Constitution of
Liberty. Although Hayek had taught at the LSE in
the economics department, none of his economic
works were taught. Indeed, I was totally ignorant,
up until my mid-twenties (i.e., post-university) of
his economic works, which needless to say were
the works cited in the awarding of his Nobel Prize.
Further, it was Hayek who led me to the works of
Ludwig von Mises, about whom I am certain that I

“He was adamant

that I read Hayek as
Hayek could show me
all that was wrong with
totalitarianism.”

Free Enterprise and Sound Money Lifts All Boats
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would have otherwise known nothing.
Just as my Polish friend sparked my social and
political interest in Hayek, I hope this volume can
do the same for others concerning his economic
work.”

LMR: What led you to create the Cobden Center?
TB: Over the years, I have listened to many people

who style themselves as free market advocates.
There are a number of grand UK based free market
institutes, yet they all support some kind of money
socialism. If you reject central planning in one sphere
of life, say the production of food, it seems odd that
you do not reject it in the area of the production
of money. It also seemed odd to me, that all these
free market types wanted to limit the state and do a
reform here and a reform there, but not realize that
by denationalizing money and removing the state

in its entirety from this sphere of our life, you cut
the very jugular off from the feeding of the beast of
big government itself. This seemed so clear to me at
the time and more so than ever does it seem crystal
clear now.
In the mid ’00s I made a half-hearted attempt to
get the Cobden Center up and running, but work
prevented this from happening. Post the 2007/08
worldwide collapse, I really thought “now is the time,
if ever we are going to get some traction concerning
the ending of money socialism, this must be now.”
So we publish a daily article relating to money,
banking and economic cycles and we will see where
we go with this.

LMR: Most of our readers are based in the United

States. Can you give us your perspective on the
fortunes of Austrian economics and the broader
liberty movement from across the ocean?

“If

you reject

central planning in one
sphere of life, say the
production of food, it
seems odd that you do
not reject it in the area
of the production of
money.”
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TB:

Let me divide my answer into separate
categories:
Academia: As I mentioned earlier, although
Hayek is popular here in the UK, it is very much
only his post-1945 works on Jurisprudence and
Political Philosophy, with the odd nod to his insight
concerning the limitation of the knowledge of
central planners. There is no Austrian economic
tradition in the mainstream of academia. Although
I must say, there is growth in his other works as
more departments adopt sections on the teaching of
Hayek as described above.
Think Tanks: The Institute of Economic Affairs,
inspired and co-founded by Hayek, occasionally
published Austrian economic works, but for the
most publishes very mainstream monetarist quasifree market pieces. Indeed, it runs and hosts the
Shadow Monetary Policy Committee. This is where
our so-called free market economists gather to
suggest what their plan for money would be versus
the real Monetary Policy Committee of nine wise,

“More

and more

you will see important
investment officers
of large funds coming
around to the Austrian
position.”
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all seeing, all powerful godlike men at the Bank of
England (our analog of the Federal Reserve). The
UK’s version of the free market is always loose
money and tight fiscal policy and this is enshrined
via most of this Institute’s output.
The Adam Smith Institute is more focused on
attacking specific bits of socialist legislation and
providing alternatives. They do a good job at this.
Their co-founder, Dr. Eamon Butler, has recently
produced good introductory works on the Austrian
School that I am sure have started to inspire a new
generation.
Fund Management: More and more you will see
important investment officers of large funds coming
around to the Austrian position. These are people
who manage their own money and that of many
others. It is not unacceptable in the City of London
to say you are Austrian or Austrian influenced. This
is encouraging.

LMR:

As a very successful businessman and a
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student of the dangers of central banking, what’s
your analysis of the current financial situation, in
particular in Europe? Do you have an opinion on
the deflation vs. inflation question?

TB: Again, I will divide my answer into categories:
Politics and the Economy in the UK: For all parties,
the mantra in the UK is a policy of inflationism
to make our debt more containable. They are 5
years into this project and are doing very well
as inflation outstrips real income and financial
repression is ensured. We are also holding this rape
of the innocents together without any real protests.
Our infatuation with nominal house price growth
ensures that as long as this metric is not collapsing,
all is happy in the British economic heart. Creditors
get fleeced to benefit debtors, unless of course you

are one of the favoured banking money elite and you
are thus protected whatever the circumstances. The
parties differ on the fiscal stance with the current
coalition government being more cautious; by this,
we spend more than we earn, but at a not so fast rate
as the last lot in power did. The last lot in power, the
Labour Party, say we should spend more and even
faster to stimulate demand. They favour the Greek
and Irish model of spending though of course they
would deny this. As we know, in opposition it is
very easy to promise more jam and more sunshine
tomorrow; these guys do all the time, the problem
is they actually believe their own PR, so watch out
after the election in May 2015. They tried their best
to destroy the economy in the build up to 2007/08
and believe you me, if in power, unconstrained, with
a working majority, they will have another go with
full vigour.

“Our

infatuation

with nominal house
price growth ensures
that as long as this
metric is not collapsing,
all is happy in the
British economic heart.
Creditors get fleeced
to benefit debtors.”

Free Enterprise and Sound Money Lifts All Boats
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As all parties are committed to inflationism to
various degrees, we know that although over the next
decade, we may bumble through this crisis (this is
the British way after all) with no major catastrophic
events, we will certainly have sown the seeds for the
next episode of boom and bust as the inflationism
distorts the capital structure further away from the
needs and desires of the consumers.
Europe: We must remember, the Euro acts like the
Gold Standard for the individual nations that are
part of it. Thus the reckless spending of Southern
European states can’t be printed away like ours can
be in the UK. This is of course considered a negative
by the European powers that be. As those states
have this very hard and pronounced correction, they
will emerge better off for sure. Long-term investors
should always keep this in the back of their mind.
However, this should be counterbalanced by the
inevitable calls for great economic and political
union, so a Euro Bond can be issued for example,

“The European

Central Bank, once a
perceived bastion of
sound money, proposes
unlimited bailouts. So
its fate is in the balance;
I have no idea where it
will end up.”
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aggregating the taxpayers of Greece with that of
the power house of Germany—thus via the back
door allowing the printing away of the Greek
debt, for example. The European Central Bank,
once a perceived bastion of sound money, proposes
unlimited bailouts. So its fate is in the balance; I
have no idea where it will end up.
As with the UK, in Europe, all main parties are
committed to inflationism. The Euro constrains
this, because it effectively takes away the ability to
inflate from the various member governments and
places it in one central body, where inflation hawks
(the Germans, for example) can veto outrageous
moves. This corrective property of the Euro, so much
as it is allowed to be corrective, will have positive
effects for the area going forward. The political
momentum gathering apace for greater “economic
union” in Europe is a euphemism which only means
inflationism.
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Events and

Engagements
2013
January 26 • Houston, TX
Murphy speaks at Mises Circle

•

February 6-8 • Birmingham, AL
Lara and Murphy present on the IBC Practitioner’s Program
at Infinite Banking Concept Think Tank

•

March 2-10 • Caribbean Cruise
Lara and Murphy present on IBC and Austrian economics on
The Real Estate Guys’ Investor Summit at Sea

Some events may be closed to general public.
For more information: LMRevents@usatrustonline.com
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+
Fund Your Own

Bailout.

If you don’t like giving large sums of money to banks and mortgage companies to finance your cars, homes, boats, capital
expenditures for business needs or any thing else you need to finance, then you are going to really like this alternative. The
rebirth of P rivatized B anking is underway. You can take advantage of the years of experience that these three authors in these two
books are offering you. Go to: www.usatrustonline.com click: store and look for both of these books among the other fine books.

